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Abstract
Solid oxide fuel cells represent a promising technology to increase the electrical efficiency of biomass-based combined-heat-power
systems in comparison to state-of-the-art gas engines, additionally providing high temperature heat. To identify favorable fuel gas
compositions for an efficient coupling with gasifiers at low degradation risk is of major importance to ensure stability, reliability, and
durability of the systems used, thus increasing attractiveness of electricity production from biomass. Therefore, this study presents a
comprehensive analysis on the influence ofmain gas components from biomass gasification on the performance and efficiency of a cell
relevant for real application. An industrial-size electrolyte supported single cell with nickel/gadolinium-doped ceria anode was selected
showing high potential for gasifier-solid oxide fuel cell systems. Beneficial gas component ratios enhancing the power output and
electric efficiency are proposed based on the experimental study performed. Furthermore, the degradation stability of a SOFC fueled
with a synthetic product gas representing steam gasification of woody biomass was investigated. After 500 h of operation under load at
a steam-to-carbon ratio of 2.25 in the fuel gas, no performance or anode degradation could be detected.

Keywords Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) . Biomass gasification . Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis .

Degradation study

1 Introduction

Gasifiers coupled with gas engines increasingly replace steam
turbine cycles as state-of-the-art systems for converting solid
b iomass to power because they prov ide higher

thermodynamic efficiencies, especially for small- to
medium-scale plants. However, also in this case, the electrical
efficiency is limited by the thermodynamic cycle. Combined
with high biomass feedstock costs, this reduces the attractive-
ness of electricity production from biomass. Coupling gas-
ifiers with high temperature solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs)
instead of gas engines would increase the electrical efficiency
from around 25–30% to values up to over 40%. Additionally,
high temperature heat can be provided thus increasing the
attractiveness of power production from solid biomass [1, 2].

As SOFCs are based on heterogeneous catalytic reaction
processes, the main drawback of their use with gasifiers in
comparison to combustion engines is the higher sensitivity
to degradation of the catalytic-active surface, which decreases
power output or can even lead to a failure [3]. Degradation can
be caused by components of the derived product gas.
Impurities like tars, dust, sulfur and chlorine compounds that
can either act as catalyst poison or lead to depositions in the
porous fuel electrode, both deteriorating SOFC performance
and changing its microstructure [4–8]. SOFC operating con-
ditions like temperature, electrical load, but especially the con-
centration of the main components of the employed fuel gas
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can also induce fuel electrode degradation, e.g., a low steam-
to-carbon-ratio (SCR) (see Eq. (1) as proposed in [9]), can
lead to carbon depositions within the anode layer and a high
steam concentration to the re-oxidation of the nickel catalyst
used in state-of-the-art SOFC anodes [10, 11].

SCR ¼ H2O

COþ CH4
ð1Þ

Thus, identifying favorable gas compositions, impurity
thresholds, and SOFC operating conditions avoiding cell deg-
radation is of major importance to ensure stability, reliability,
and durability of the systems used [12]. This paper focuses on
the influence of main gas components of biomass gasification
product gases on the performance of a SOFC. The experimen-
tal method, cell configuration used as well as operating con-
ditions for the conducted experiments were defined on basis of
a comprehensive literature review on promising configura-
tions for the coupling of SOFCs with biomass gasifiers.

1.1 SOFC operation with gas components
from a product gas: a review

Several studies have already been published investigating the
influence of the main gas components from biomass gasifiers
(H2O, H2, CO, CO2, CH4) on SOFC characteristics: It is ar-
gued in [13] that when feeding an anode-supported cell (ASC)
with nickel/yttria-stabilized zirconia (Ni/YSZ) anode and
25 cm2 active surface with CO/H2 mixtures, a significant per-
formance decrease is observed at high CO fractions
(>90 vol%). The results of a detailed electrochemical charac-
terization of a Ni/YSZ ASC with 25 cm2 active surface over a
broad measuring range of temperature and H2–CO–CO2–N2–
H2O fuel gas mixtures is presented in [14]. The authors claim
that only H2 is assumed to be directly electrochemically oxi-
dized in a Ni/YSZ SOFC. CO in wet fuel gas mixtures pre-
dominantly reacts with H2O to form H2 and CO2 via the water
gas shift (WGS) reaction (see Eq. (2) with ΔRHm

0 as the
standard enthalpy of reaction).

COþ H2O⇔CO2 þ H2

ΔRHm
0 ¼ −41:1 kJ=mol

ð2Þ

The opposite is claimed by the authors of [15]. In their
work, the impact of CO and CO2 on the performance of a
Ni/YSZ ASC with 10 cm2 active surface is investigated with
the outcome that the electrochemical reactivity of CO in a CO/
N2 mixture is comparable to the reactivity of H2 in a H2/N2

mixture as long as the CO content does not exceed 27 vol%.
For CO concentrations above 27 vol%, the higher diffusion
resistance of CO in comparison to H2 is claimed as reason for
increasing performance losses. A lower oxidation rate of CO
in comparison to H2 is also stated in [16]. The electrochemical
reactivity of CO in mixtures with H2 as second fuel

component can also be demonstrated in zero and higher di-
mensional models. In [17], the authors claim more accurate
results when considering electrochemical CO oxidation in
their SOFC model in comparison to studies only considering
CO in WGS reactions [18, 19]. Hence, CO oxidation in
SOFCs cannot be neglected. In [20], the impact of bio-
syngas and its components on the anode of a nickel/
gadolinium-doped ceria (Ni/GDC) electrolyte-supported cell
(ESC) is investigated. The authors state that increasing
amounts of N2 and CO in dry H2 lead to higher diffusion
related losses, hence decreasing cell performance. Moreover,
they point out that the addition of CO2 to dry H2 leads to the
production of H2O according to the water gas shift (see Eq.
(2)). As H2O is the product of the hydrogen oxidation reaction
(see Eq. (3)), even small amounts of water decrease the volt-
age losses at low electrical loads, also known as activation
polarization [21]. A decreasing activation polarization results
in a linearization of the current-voltage correlation (polariza-
tion curve), which is clearly visible in the operating range of
low current densities. The impact of fuel starvation, which
causes concentration losses, is visible at high current densities,
as theoretically described in [21] and experimentally approved
in [22]. Hence, a linear current-voltage correlation results in a
more stable operation behavior due to better controllability of
the cell.

H2 þ 0:5O2⇒H2O
ΔRHm

0 ¼ −242kJ=mol ð3Þ

In [23], it is also highlighted that a higher performance for
the oxidation of H2 than of CO can be achieved in Ni/YSZ
anodes. Moreover, the importance of the WGS reaction was
highlighted, as in H2–COmixtures the produced H2O (see Eq.
(3)) reacts with CO to form H2 and CO2 as long as the H2

content is higher than ca. 50 vol%. However, determining the
rate of H2 production from H2O and CO via WGS is not
trivial. As discussed in [24], SOFC operating conditions like
gas velocity in the fuel flow field have a major influence on
the kinetics of reactions occurring in the anode. Thus, the gas
composition significantly varies as a function of the cell
length, and it can strongly differ from the equilibrium compo-
sition defined by thermodynamic parameters. In addition, if
the operating environment is favorable for carbon depositions,
the gas composition will additionally change. In [25], the cell
performance as well as polarization losses of a Ni/YSZ ASC
with 81 cm2 active surface was investigated when using CO/
CO2/N2 and H2/H2O/N2 mixtures as fuel, showing lower per-
formance levels of the cells when using CO as fuel. Analyses
of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measure-
ments identified performance losses as a result of higher acti-
vation polarization and diffusion losses in comparison to ex-
periments using H2 as fuel [26, 27]. The most comprehensive
study on the influence of varying syngas mixtures containing
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H2, H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, and N2 on the current-voltage cor-
relation of an anode supported button cell with Ni/YSZ anode
was conducted by [28]. In that study, dilution effects as well as
the influence of the fuel concentration on the cell characteris-
tics were experimentally determined. Results were used to
develop a black box model of the cell able to predict the
current-voltage correlation and area specific resistance
(ASR) based on the fuel composition, however, without iden-
tifying the specific loss mechanisms.

Based on the outcomes of the presented studies, the litera-
ture review depicts that (i) H2 is a more preferable oxidant
than CO due to better diffusivity and electrochemical reactiv-
ity and (ii) dilution with N2 and CO2 should be minimized to
avoid an increase of diffusion losses for all reactive gas com-
ponents to the active centers of the cermet. Moreover, the
importance of the WGS reaction was highlighted as CO2

would shift the water gas equilibrium to a side where more
CO than H2 will be formed, thus increasing losses due to
lower electrochemical activity of CO in comparison to H2.
However, in dry H2–CO2 mixtures, H2O can be formed via
the WGS reaction reducing activation polarization, thus line-
arizing the current-voltage correlation of a SOFC in the low
load range. Nevertheless, a study on the influence of H2, H2O,
CO, CO2, CH4, and N2 on the characteristics of a cell relevant
for industrial applications is missing in literature. Cell types
with potential for commercial use will therefore be discussed
further on.

1.2 Coupling gasifiers with SOFCs: promising
configurations for single-cell testing

The cell type, operating conditions, and fuel gas compositions
for the experimental investigations presented in this paper
were selected on basis of the reviewed studies to ensure rele-
vance for industrial applications.

1.2.1 Anode material

The literature review showed that in general cells with
Ni/GDC or Ni/YSZ based anode have been experimen-
tally studied in the past for the use with product gases
relevant for biomass gasification. However, significantly
more publications deal with cells based on Ni/YSZ an-
odes, possibly due to their better performance in elec-
trochemically oxidizing hydrogen and being closer to a
broad commercialization as claimed in [10, 28]. But, as
comprehensively reviewed in [4, 29, 30], cells with Ni/
GDC anode show a higher potential for the use with
product gases from biomass gasification due to their
higher tolerance against contaminants like H2S, HCl
and tars in comparison to cells with Ni/YSZ anode.
Moreover, this anode material is less prone to the for-
mation of solid carbon deposits when fueled with

carbonaceous gases, especially at a low SCR [31].
Thus, cells with Ni/GDC anode were used for the ex-
periments presented in this paper, especially considering
future experiments with fuel gases containing contami-
nants as well as real product gases from biomass
gasifiers.

1.2.2 Cell design

Moreover, the differences in the structure of the layers be-
tween an ESC and anASCwere considered to choose a design
beneficial for the use with bio-syngases. Figure 1 shows the
cross-sections of a typical ESC and ASC. Anode degradation
by the means of solid carbon depositions within the porous
structure or the volume-enhancing re-oxidation of the anodic
nickel compounds can lead to cracks in the anode layer [11].
This has to be considered when cells are operated in environ-
ments favoring carbon deposition or nickel re-oxidation, both
possible when using product gases from biomass gasification.
In an ASC, most of the mechanical support is applied by the
anodic layer in contrast to an ESC. Thus, the risk for gas
leakages from the cathode to the anode side through cracks
and therefore cell malfunction induced by anode degradation
might be higher for ASCs than for ESCs. However, further
research is necessary to substantiate this assumption.

To increase the relevance of test results for industrial
applications, the use of cells with an active surface of at
least 80 cm2 is beneficial. Hence, macroscopic effects
occurring in industrial systems like uneven gas and tem-
perature distribution as well as fuel utilization can be
reproduced more easily [32]. Considering the proximity
to industrial applications and the possibly lower risk of
a functional failure, an ESC with 80 cm2 active surface
was used for the experiments presented in this paper.
Finally, gas compositions relevant for the coupling of
SOFCs with biomass gasifiers are discussed to increase
the usefulness of the experimental results presented fur-
ther on.

Fig. 1 Comparison of the malfunction risk induced by cracks in the
anode layer for ESC (top) and ASC (bottom) SOFC structures
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1.2.3 Gasifier, gasification agent, and gas cleaning

When considering gasifier technologies, there are big
differences in the product gases obtained. The main
gas composition strongly depends on the reactor design
as well as feedstock and gasification agent. Operating
parameters are mainly used for fine tuning of the gas
compositions. Table 1 shows examples of typical prod-
uct gas compositions from common gasifier designs,
being LHV the lower heating value. Fixed-bed down-
draft gasifier with air (FDA) and a fluidized bed gasifier
with steam (FBS) gasification agent are the most com-
mon gasification technologies. Both show a high poten-
tial for the coupling with SOFCs as discussed in [3, 33]
but differ significantly in their product gas composition
due to their diverse gasification agents.

To find out the most promising gas compositions for the
experimental investigations, following issues were consid-
ered: The higher H2/CO ratio of the FBS gasifier in compar-
ison to the FDA gasifier and the before mentioned better re-
activity of H2 in comparison to CO might lead to a better
overall cell performance. Moreover, the significantly lower
N2 content is supposed to result in a lower diffusion resistivity
of the reactants to the anode.

In [37], the authors prove via a thermodynamic model ap-
proach that the maximum net electrical efficiency of a biomass
gasifier—SOFC power system can be reached using steam as
gasification agent.

The risk for carbon depositions increases with decreasing
SCR as one of the main deposition preventing mechanisms is
the reaction of carbonwith steam to formH2 and CO as shown
in Eq. (4) [32, 38]. Therefore, the usage of product gases from
steam blown gasifiers seems more suitable for a carbon depo-
sition free operation of SOFCs.

C þ H2O⇔H2 þ CO
ΔRHm

0 ¼ þ131kJ=mol
ð4Þ

However, the SCR for the FBS and FDA gas composition
presented in Table 1 decreases when the mixtures reach ther-
modynamic equilibrium at temperatures relevant for SOFCs
(600–850 °C). Nevertheless, the molar ratio of carbon, oxy-
gen, and hydrogen atoms does not change. By considering
solid carbon in the thermodynamic equilibrium calculations
using the Gibbs energy minimization method, carbon forming
boundaries can be calculated as demonstrated in [39]. These
boundaries for temperatures relevant for SOFC operation are
shown in Fig. 2. However, these thermodynamic equilibrium
calculations provide only an indication of the carbon deposi-
tion risk. Kinetic effects of reactions occurring in the anode
play a major role in the formation of solid carbon as highlight-
ed in [24, 40]. This was experimentally proved in [33] for a
FDA gas mixture similar to the one presented in Table 1:
Carbon depositions were detected after operating a Ni/YSZ
ASC at 750 °C for 120 h, although thermodynamically not
possible according to Fig. 2. Nevertheless, the SCR increases
with increasing load as H2O is formed in the electrochemical
oxidation of H2, thus decreasing the risk of carbon deposition
as demonstrated in [41].

Nevertheless, high steam contents might lead to the re-
oxidation of the nickel catalyst (see Eq. (5)) resulting not only
in a decrease of active sites and therefore performance losses,
but also in the growth of nickel grains resulting in mechanical
anode degradation. This degradation of anodic nickel is de-
scribed in [42] for a direct coupling of a SOFC with a gasifier
as well as theoretically in [43].

Niþ H2O⇔H2 þ NiO
ΔRHm

0 ¼ þ2:13kJ=mol
ð5Þ

Furthermore, a hot/dry gas cleaning is suggested as the
most promising for the coupling of SOFCs with gasifiers.

Table 1 Product gas
compositions of
common biomass
gasifier designs (values
based on [34–36] and
internal data)

vol% w.b. FDA FBS

H2 16 24

H2O 15 37

CO 17 15

CO2 13 13

CH4 3 7

N2 36 4

SCR 0.75 1.68

H2/CO 0.94 1.6

H2O/CH4 5 5.29

LHV [MJ/Nm3 w.b.] 4.99 7.05 Fig. 2 C–H–O ternary diagram showing carbon forming boundaries at
thermodynamic equilibrium based onGibbs energyminimization method
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With this cleaning option, all contaminants beside tars could
be removed, including dust and sulfur compounds [3]. Hot/
dry gas cleaning improves the system efficiency avoiding
steam condensation as assessed for the FDA case in an Ni/
YSZ ASC SOFC in [33]. Besides, literature suggests that cell
degradation can be avoided with the expected tar concentra-
tions for cells with Ni/GDC anode [4].

Summing up, hot/dry gas cleaned FBS gasifier product
gases seem to be the most promising biomass gasification
fuels for SOFCs. However, the gas compositions used for
experimental investigations in this work are defined to ensure
validity of the results for both gasifier configurations (FBS
and FDA).

1.2.4 Operating temperature

As stated in [3, 33], the highest electric efficiency of a
gasifier-SOFC system can be reached with hot/dry gas
cleaning. To ensure a high deposition rate of contami-
nants like sulfur or chlorine compounds in adsorption
cleaners, gas temperatures have to stay below ca.
600 °C [29]. As a result, SOFC operating temperatures
as low as possible would be beneficial for the system
efficiency as less heat has to be used for re-heating the
cleaned product gas for SOFC operation. However, the
ion conductivity of an electrolyte material decreases
with increasing temperature. Due to the thicker electro-
lyte layer, ESCs require higher operating temperatures
than ASCs to keep ohmic resistances low. As an Ni/
GDC ESC was used for the experiments, an operating
temperature of 850 °C was chosen to ensure low ohmic
resistances. Moreover, higher operating temperatures de-
crease the risk of carbon depositions as presented in
[40] as well as catalyst poisoning shown in [44] for
sulfur compounds.

1.3 Scope of work

This work aims to quantify the influence of main gas compo-
nents from biomass gasification (H2, CO, CH4, CO2, H2O,
N2) on the performance of an Ni/GDC ESC with industrial-
relevant size. Results are then used to define gas composition
parameters beneficial to enhance cell performance and effi-
ciency for this promising cell configuration for available bio-
mass gasifier configurations. Moreover, the possible risk of
degradation caused by fuel electrode re-oxidation in a steam-
rich atmosphere, which is a major concern in literature, is
evaluated via a 500 h stability experiment. The risk of degra-
dation by carbon depositions is neglected in this case due to
the high steam to carbon ratio when a steam-rich gas compo-
sition is used. The obtained results will help bringing SOFCs
as power generators in biomass-based combined-heat-power
systems one step closer to commercialization.

2 Experimental

2.1 Assembly and start up procedure

An industrial-size (10 × 10 cm2) ESC SOFC with 80 cm2 ac-
tive surface was used for the experimental investigations. The
cell consisted of a 40 μm Ni/GDC anode, a 45 μm lanthanum
strontium manganite (LSM) cathode and a 165 μm scandia
stabilized zirconia (SSZ) electrolyte. A detailed description of
the cell structure and materials can be found in [45] as well as
in [46]. The cell was placed in an alumina housing developed
in-house with nickel and platinum meshes used for the elec-
trical contacting of anode and cathode, respectively. Further
information of the alumina cell holder design can be found
elsewhere [32]. The alumina cell housing enables EIS mea-
surements withminimal cross influences from the periphery to
ensure an accurate representation of electrochemical cell char-
acteristics. Gas tightness between the anode and cathode side
was ensured by using G018-394 glass powder from SCHOTT
AG as sealing compound at the outer edges of the cell. The
cell holder was placed in the furnace of a test rig shown in
Fig. 3. A gas conditioning system was used to apply dry or
humidified gas mixtures containing N2, H2, H2O, CO, CO2,
and CH4 to the cell. Gas cylinders were supplied by
AirLiquide AG. Humidification of the anodic gas flow was
realized with a bubbler system.

The oven temperature was increased with a gradient of
max. 1 K/min to the melting temperature of the glass sealing
at 900 °C. After 90 min, the glass was expected to be fully
melted and the oven temperature was decreased to the final
temperature of 850 °C with 0.5 K/min to ensure complete
recrystallization of the glass sealing. The reduction of anodic
NiO to Ni and therefore activation of the cell was conducted
by applying 1 slpm N2 with an H2 content increasing from
5 vol% to 45 vol% within 16 h. Finally, the cell was loaded
with 100 mA/cm2 for 24 h and stable operation verified prior
to starting the measurements.

Fig. 3 Test rig scheme based on [25]
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2.2 Measuring setup

Current-voltage characterization as well as EIS measurements
were conducted using a Bio-Logic SAS SP-150 analyzer. A
Bio-Logic SAS VMP3B-80A/3 V booster was used to per-
form experiments up to 80 A electrical load. The maximum
load was restricted by a minimum cell voltage of 0.7 V. At
higher loads and therefore voltages below 0.7 V, nickel re-
oxidation is thermodynamically possible due to a sufficient
high oxygen partial pressure at the anode, as described in
[47, 48]. The load was applied at a rate of 5 mV/s to avoid
significant temperature changes in the cell holder according to
[49].

Galvanostatic EIS measurements were conducted in a fre-
quency range from 100 mHz to 10 kHz with 20 frequencies
per decade at open circuit voltage (OCV) and under load. A
sinusoidal current signal was superimposed on the DC current
with an amplitude increased with increasing DC, considering
a voltage response amplitude not exceeding 10 mV, as recom-
mended in [14, 50]. Four voltage measurements per frequency
were conducted and averaged to decrease the risk of measure-
ment errors.

Temperatures on the anode side were recorded by type N
thermocouples in the center and the border area of the flow
field at 3 points along the flow direction within the alumina
housing, as schematically shown in [51]. Hence, measured
values do not represent punctual but area-averaged
temperatures.

Moreover, a continuous off-gas and temporary feed-gas
analysis was conducted using an ABB Advanced Optima
2000 gas analyzer with an Uras 14 and Caldos 17 module.
To investigate microstructural phenomena, post-mortem anal-
yses were performed with a Zeiss Ultra 55 equipped with a
field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) and an
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDX).

2.3 Parameter study

To investigate the influence of main gas components relevant
for biomass gasification product gases on the cell perfor-
mance, the N2 content of a gas mixture containing 50 vol%
H2 in N2 was substituted by H2O, CO, CH4 and CO2 com-
pounds at 850 °C regulated oven temperature and 2 slpm
anodic and cathodic gas flow rates. Table 2 gives an overview
of (i) the gas mixtures applied for the cell characterization, (ii)
the LHVs of the mixtures as well as (iii) the fuel utilization
(Uf) at 300 mA/cm2 electric load for 2 slpm fuel flow rate.
Mixture ID3 was used as reference gas mixture when adding
carbonaceous species CO, CH4, and CO2. The background for
defining this mixture as reference will be argued in subsequent
sections. Studies on dry H2/N2 mixtures are neglected in this
paper due to minor relevance for biomass gasifiers. Moreover,
it is generally known that an increase of the nitrogen

compound leads to a performance decrease due to (i) a lower
partial pressure of the fuel gases and therefore a lower chem-
ical potential (dilution effect) and (ii) higher diffusion losses
of the reactive species to the active centers (concentration
polarization) as presented in [22, 28].

After starting up an operating point and before each
measurement, a stable cell condition considering OCV,
temperature distribution within the ceramic cell holder as
well as outlet gas composition was waited for. Depending
on the gas composition, this stabilization period could last
up to 1 h. For each operating point, a detailed electro-
chemical analysis was conducted by means of current-
voltage curves as well as EIS analyses at OCV and sev-
eral load levels. Cell characteristics were compared at
300 mA/cm2 electric load. Temperatures on the anode
side within the ceramic cell holder were measured at
OCV, full-load and intermediate load after a stabilization
period. Equilibrium calculations for each operating point
were conducted using the Gibbs energy minimization
method, thus helping to interpret changes in cell charac-
teristics. Changes in the cell performance were analyzed
by comparing following parameters with each other:

1. The LHV representing the energy content of the fuel gas.
2. The OCV as electric potential difference between anode

and cathode at zero load for a defined gas mixture.
Especially for wet gas mixtures resulting in low activation
polarization and a linear current-voltage correlation in the
low load range, the OCV represents the performance po-
tential of the cell for a specific fuel gas mixture [21].
Considering a simultaneous electrochemical oxidation of
H2 and CO according to Eq. (6), the OCV can be de-
scribed by the Nernst equation (see Eq. (7)) using follow-
ing parameters: F as the Faraday Constant; Rm as molar
gas constant; nel as the number of electrons used for the
H2 and CO oxidation reaction (nel = 4); ΔRGm

0 as the
molar standard Gibbs enthalpy of reaction as well as γsti
as the stoichiometric coefficients of the reactants and
products of Eq. (6); pi as the partial pressure of H2, CO,
H2O and CO2 on the anode side and O2 on the cathode
side as well as p0 as the standard pressure. The direct
electrochemical oxidation of CH4 plays a minor role com-
pared with the CO and H2 oxidation according to [10].
Therefore, it is neglected in the Nernst equation (see Eq.
(7)).

H2 þ COþ O2⇒H2Oþ CO2

ΔRHm
0 ¼ −525kJ=mol ð6Þ

OCV ¼ −ΔRGm
0

F nel
−
Rm T
F nel

ln∏
i

pi
p0

� �γst i

ð7Þ
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3. The cell voltage response U to a current density i of
300 mA/cm2 as an indicator for the electrical power out-
put. It can be described according to Eq. (8) and Fig. 4a as
the OCV minus the sum of voltage losses ΔUloss from
ohmic and polarization resistance of the cell RΩ and RPol,
respectively.

U ¼ OCV−ΔU loss ¼ OCV−i A RΩ þ RPolð Þ ð8Þ

Polarization losses are defined as the sum of losses related
to reaction activation (activation polarization) and mass trans-
port limitations (concentration polarization) as shown in Fig.
4b.

4. The area specific resistance (ASR) at a current density i
of 300 mA/cm2 representing the sum of all losses

within the cell according to Eq. (9), therefore
representing the slope of a linear current-voltage curve.

ASR ¼ ΔU loss

i
Ωcm2
� � ð9Þ

5. The fuel utilizationUf according to Eq. (10) with ṅFuelIn as
molar flow of the components H2, CO, and CH4 at the
SOFC inlet at an electric load i of 300 mA/cm2 [21].

U f ¼ i A

F nel ṅFuelIn
%½ � ð10Þ

Fig. 4 EIS spectrum representing cell resistances and the impact of these resistances on a current-voltage curve [21]

Table 2 Operating points for the
parameter study ID 850 °C H2 H2O CO CH4 CO2 N2 LHV Uf at 300 mA/cm2

2 slpm [vol% w.b.] [MJ/Nm3] [%]

1 Influence H2O 50 5 45 5.54 16.7

2 50 10 40 5.54 16.7

3 50 25 Reference 25 5.54 16.7

4 50 50 5.54 16.7

5 Influence CO 50 25 5 20 6.17 15.2

6 50 25 10 15 6.79 13.9

7 50 25 25 8.68 11.1

8 Influence CH4 50 25 5 20 7.33 11.9

9 50 25 10 15 9.12 9.3

10 50 25 25 14.49 5.6

11 Influence CO2 50 25 15 10 5.54 16.7

12 50 25 5 15 5 6.17 15.2

13 50 25 5 15 5 7.33 11.9

14 50 25 5 5 15 7.96 11.1
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6. The electric efficiency ηel at an electric load i of 300 mA/
cm2. As shown in Eq. (11), it represents the efficiency of a
fuel cell in converting chemical energy in electrical ener-
gy neglecting spare fuel by considering the fuel utilization
Uf. This approach enables to compare efficiencies of sin-
gle cells fueled with gas compositions of different LHV.

ηel ¼
U i A

V̇Anode U f LHVMixture

%½ � ð11Þ

Subsequently, a new cell was assembled and fueled with an
FBS and FDA gas composition according to Table 1.
Performance differences were discussed considering the key
findings of the parameter study due to the importance of these
gasification technologies for commercial applications.
Moreover, potentials to increase the performance, especially
for the FDA case, were highlighted.

2.4 Stability test

In addition to experiments with varying fuel gas composition
for cell characterization, the cell was run on a simulated prod-
uct gas representing the output of an in-house FBS wood
pellet gasifier at a temperature of 800 °C for 500 h. Results
of this experiments will be used as well for comparisons with
results of future experiments with (i) contaminants added to
the simulated FBS gasifier product gas and (ii) real product
gases from the gasifier. The gas composition used for the
experiments of the FBS gasifier is shown in Table 3.

The higher N2 content in comparison to the FBS mixture
presented in Table 1 results from pressurizing the fuel tank
with N2 necessary for the operation of the in-house FBS gas-
ifier. A constant load of 300 mA/cm2 was applied and the
current-voltage-curves as well as EIS-spectra were recorded

every 2 h to track the degradation behavior as a result of
possible nickel re-oxidation within the anode cermet in this
steam-rich environment. Afterwards, SEM and EDX analyses
were conducted to investigate changes in the anode.

3 Results and discussion

This section presents and discusses the results of the described
parameter study and a stability experiment in order to define
gas compositions and operating conditions advantageous for
an efficient coupling of gasifiers with SOFCs while avoiding
cell degradation.

3.1 Parameter study

Firstly, the results of the parameter study are presented to
depict the sensitivity of cell performance when varying each
main gas component relevant for product gases from biomass
gasification. Therefore, the abovementioned cell parameters
LHV, OCV, U, ASR, Uf and ηel are illustrated in Fig. 5 to
demonstrate the main differences of cell performance for the
operating conditions shown in Table 2. The oven temperature
for all operating points was set to 850 °C, and the cell was fed
with anodic and cathodic gas flow rates of 2 slpm.

The results of the electrochemical characterization for each
gas component highlighted in Fig. 5 are presented below. At
this stage, it also has to be mentioned that there is a strong
influence of the fuel flow rate on the kinetic of reactions oc-
curring in the anode, thus influencing the cell performance as
stated in [24]. However, these effects are not considered in this
work as a constant volume flow rate of 2 slpm was applied.

3.1.1 H2O

In the first place, changes of the cell characteristics were in-
vestigated when substituting the N2 content of a 50/50 vol%
H2/N2 fuel gas mixture with H2O, in order to identify a refer-
ence gas mixture for the following operating points with car-
bonaceous gas species CO, CH4 and CO2 (ID5-ID14). The
reference mixture should (i) contain H2O in the range of a
typical FBS and FDA gasifier product gas according to
Table 1 to enable methane steam reforming (MSR, see Eq.
(12)) and water gas shift (WGS) reactions (Eq. (2)) in a com-
parable extent and (ii) provide enough N2 spare volume flow
for the substitution with carbonaceous gas species at an un-
changed total volume flow of 2 slpm.

CH4 þ H2O⇔COþ 3H2

ΔRHm
0 ¼ þ226kJ=mol

ð12Þ

Figure 5 shows a steady decrease of the OCV and the cell
voltage U when increasing the H2O concentration of gas

Table 3 Product gas composition of an in-house FBS gasifier used for
the stability experiment compared to common FBS values based on
[34–36] and internal data

vol% w.b. FBS FBS in-house

H2 24 22

H2O 37 36

CO 15 11

CO2 13 11

CH4 7 5

N2 4 15

SCR 1.68 2.25

H2/CO 1.6 2

H2O/CH4 5.29 7.2

LHV [MJ/Nm3 w.b.] 7.05 5.61
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composition from ID1 with 5 vol% to ID4 with 50 vol%,
respectively. This decrease of the OCV when increasing the
H2O concentration can be explained as follows: Higher frac-
tions of the products of the electrochemical oxidation reaction
(see Eq. (6)), H2O and CO2, decrease the second term of the
Nernst equation (see Eq. (7)). This leads to a decrease of the
electrochemical potential despite an unchanged LHV of the
fuel gas, which is an undesired effect.

However, increasing the water content of a gas mixture
containing H2 also decreases cell losses related to the activa-
tion of the electrochemical oxidation reaction (see Eq. (6))
(activation polarization) and therefore the ASR as shown in
Fig. 5. This increases the linearity of the current-voltage cor-
relation of a cell at low electric loads as described in [22] for
H2 oxidation in presence of H2O and in [25] for CO oxidation
in presence of CO2. The investigated cell showed a non-linear
voltage response when fueled with gas composition ID1
(5 vol% H2O) in the low load range, which can be seen in
Fig. 6a. For compositions ID2–ID4 (10–50 vol% H2O), the
current-voltage curves shifted downwards in the diagram but
obtained a nearly constant curve-gradient, depicting minor
activation polarization. Figure 6b visualizes impedance data
for operating points ID1 to ID4 at a DC of 300 mA/cm2 show-
ing a steady decrease of the polarization resistance RPol when
increasing the water content from 5 to 50 vol%, hence
reconfirming the reduction of overall losses. The slight chang-
es of the ohmic resistances RΩ can be attributed to minor
changes of the cell temperature between the operating points
and will be neglected due to the significant lower impact on
the overall cell performance in comparison to the changes of
RPol. Moreover, the spectrum of ID1 depicts a third arch com-
pared with the spectra of ID2–ID4. This might correlate to the
non-linear part of the current-voltage curve of ID1 presented

in Fig. 6a and therefore to higher activation losses as described
in [22].

A decrease of voltage losses is in general desirable for an
efficient operation of SOFCs. For a H2O fraction of up to
10 vol%, the smaller voltage losses due to reduced activation
polarization compensate the reduced OCV due to a higher
H2O partial pressure according Eq. (7). This leads to a nearly
constant cell voltage at 300 mA/cm2 comparing ID1 with ID2
in Fig. 6a. At 25 vol% (ID3) and 50 vol% H2O (ID4), the
OCV losses predominate leading to a decrease in cell voltage
and electric efficiency.

Nevertheless, considering the before mentioned necessary
comparability of the reference gas mixture to a biomass gas-
ifier product gas, a mixture of 50 vol% H2 and 25 vol% H2O
in N2 is employed as reference mixture for further experi-
ments, whereas N2 will be substituted by carbonaceous spe-
cies. This mixture shows best comparability to biomass gas-
ifier product gases (see Table 1).

3.1.2 CO

In the next step, the N2 fraction of the previously defined
reference gas mixture ID3 with 50/25 vol% H2/H2O in N2

was replaced by 5, 10, and 25 vol% CO in operating points
ID5, ID6 and ID7, respectively. Substituting N2 by CO in-
creases the LHV of the fuel gas as the fuel gas content of the
gas mixture increases. Thus, the OCV rises with increasing
CO content as shown in Figs. 7 and 8a.

Moreover, the equilibrium of the WGS reaction at 850 °C
is strongly on the side of H2 and CO2. Table 4 shows the
equilibrium compositions for gas mixtures ID5–7 at OCV in
comparison to the initial input composition.

Fig. 5 Overview of cell and fuel gas parameters as well as calculated efficiencies for the investigated operating points.U, ASR,Uf, and ηel are presented
for an electric load of 300 mA/cm2 at stable operation
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This leads to a partial conversion of CO with H2O to H2

and CO2 lowering the cell polarization and therefore the ASR
from ID5–ID7 in comparison to the reference gas mixture ID3
due to (i) the higher reactivity of H2 in comparison to CO and
(ii) the lower activation polarization of the CO oxidation re-
action (see Eq. (13)) due to the presence of the reaction prod-
uct CO2. In Fig. 8a, the decreasing ASR can be seen as de-
creasing gradient of the current-voltage curves for ID5–ID7 in
comparison to ID3.

COþ 0:5O2⇒CO2

ΔRHm
0 ¼ −282kJ=mol ð13Þ

Comparing the current-voltage correlations of ID6
(10 vol% CO) with ID7 (25 vol% CO) in Fig. 8a shows no
voltage difference at 300 mA/cm2. However, voltages pre-
sented at 300 mA/cm2 stable operation shown in Fig. 7

significantly change between ID6 and ID7. It seems, that dur-
ing fast load changes at CO concentrations higher than
10 vol%, like for the current voltage curves in Fig. 8a recorded
at 5 mV/s, CO electrochemically oxidizes via reaction (13)
before taking part in the comparably slow WGS reaction
(see Eq. (2)). Therefore, less electrochemically more reactive
H2 is formed via WGS, thus increasing cell polarization and
therefore the ASR. In conclusion, a lower cell performance at
fast load changes in comparison to stable operation should be
taken into consideration at high CO concentrations in the
product gas.

Summing up, a decreasing H2/CO ratio might lead to a
performance reduction despite an increasing LHV of the gas
mixture at fast load changes. This was explained by the major
influence of the water-gas-shift reaction on the fuel utilization
behavior of the cell, as CO preferably oxidizes before reacting
with H2O to form the electrochemically better reactant H2 at
fast load changes, thus lowering the power output.
Nevertheless, the electric efficiency of the cell changes in a
significant extent, but the fuel utilization is significantly
reduced.

3.1.3 CH4

Third, the N2 fraction of the reference gas mixture ID3 was
stepwise substituted by 5, 10 and 25 vol% CH4 in operating
points ID8, ID9 and ID10, respectively. As CH4 has a much
higher LHV than CO (803 kJ/mol vs. 283 kJ/mol), the LHV of
mixture ID8 increases significantly in comparison to the LHV
of the reference mixture ID3 and the mixture with 5 vol% CO
(ID5) as shown in Fig. 9. Gas analysis at the inlet and outlet of
the cell holder at OCV confirmed nearly complete CH4 con-
version with rates of 95%, 98% and 97% for operating points
ID8 (5 vol% CH4), ID9 (10 vol% CH4) and ID10 (25 vol%
CH4), respectively. Table 5 also depicts a nearly full conver-
sion of CH4 at OCV when comparing the initial input gas

Fig. 6 Current-voltage correlations and EIS spectra for operating points ID1–ID4 substituting N2 with 5–50 vol%H2O. Initial composition: 50 vol%H2

in N2

Fig. 7 Comparison of CO operating points with reference mixture
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composition with the calculated equilibrium composition. As
1 mol of CH4 forms 1 mol of CO and 3 mol of H2 by reacting
with 1 mol H2O via MSR (see Eq. (12)), the volume flow
within the cell increases. Table 5 shows a decreasing N2 con-
centration when comparing the initial input gas mixtures with
the equilibrium compositions of ID8 and ID9, thus highlight-
ing an increase of the molar flux through the cell.

The higher H2 and CO partial pressures in comparison to
the pressures in the reference gas mixture lead to an increase
of OCV and cell voltage as shown in Figs. 9 and 10a.

In contrast to the previously described substitution of N2

with CO, the ASR strongly increases with CH4 exceeding
10 vol% as shown in Fig. 9. This can be argued as a result
of a temperature decrease at the fuel inlet due to endothermic
MSR reactions (12). Analysis of the temperature distribution
confirmed a decrease of the cell temperature at the fuel flow
entry in comparison to the reference gas mixture ID3 of 0.5 K
for ID8 (5 vol% CH4), 5.5 K for ID9 (10 vol% CH4) and
18.8 K for ID10 (25 vol% CH4). The minor temperature de-
crease at 5 vol% CH4 might be the result of heat provided for
the endothermic MSR reactions by exothermic WGS reac-
tions (see Eq. (2)), where CO produced through MSR reacts
with water forming H2 and CO2, thus compensating a temper-
ature decrease. At increasing CH4 concentrations, the MSR
reactions increasingly predominate WGS reactions resulting
in a temperature decrease, especially in the inlet zones of the
cell [52]. A decrease in temperature therefore results in a
higher ohmic resistance of the electrolyte as well as higher
resistance for the activation of the electrochemical reactions
also resulting in a higher cell polarization, as described in [21].

Figure 10b illustrates this increasing ohmic resistance RΩ as
well as polarization resistance RPol with increasing CH4 con-
tent. ID10 (25 vol% CH4) shows a disproportionally high
increase of RΩ as well as RPol. Considering the nearly full
conversion of CH4 into CO and H2 measured with the gas
analyzer and the H2O/CH4 ratio of 1 in this gas mixture, no
water will be left after MSR reactions for H2 oxidation. This
leads to (i) prevented exothermic WGS reactions partially
compensating the temperature decrease resulting from endo-
thermic MSR reactions and (ii) higher activation polarization
of the cell significantly increasing RPol as the H2O amount in a
gas mixture strongly influences the kinetics of the electro-
chemical oxidation reactions of H2. As a result, the current-
voltage curve for ID10 (25 vol% CH4) loses its linearity, es-
pecially in the low load range as shown in Fig. 10a. Moreover,
the spectrum of ID10 in Fig. 10b shows three arches instead of
two when comparing it to the spectra of ID3, ID8 and ID9.
This correlates to the spectrum of ID1 with 5 vol% H2O
shown in Fig. 6, also depicting 3 arches. Furthermore, the
polarization curves of ID1 and ID10 are non-linear in the
low load range. This is described as a result of activation
polarization in [22]. Therefore, this third arch can be correlat-
ed to higher activation polarization for this cell type.

Nevertheless, the electric efficiency ηel considering fuel
utilization strongly increases with increasing CH4 concentra-
tion. This strong increase is the result of (i) a much lower fuel
utilization due to the increasing volume flow resulting from
theMSR reaction (12) as well as (ii) an increasing H2/CO ratio
resulting from methane reforming and therefore increasing
achievable performance.

Fig. 8 Current-voltage correlations and EIS spectra for operating points ID5–ID7 substituting N2 with CO. Initial composition: 50/25 vol% H2/H2O in N2

Table 4 Equilibrium
compositions at OCV for gas
mixtures ID5–7 in comparison to
the initial input compositions

vol% (input | equilibrium) H2 H2O CO CO2 CH4 N2

ID 5 50 | 51.4 25 | 23.6 5 | 3.5 0 | 1.5 0 | 0.0 20 | 20.0

ID 6 50 | 52.7 25 | 22.3 10 | 7.3 0 | 2.7 0 | 0.0 15 | 15.0

ID 7 50 | 55.8 25 | 19.2 25 | 19.1 0 | 5.9 0 | 0.0 0 | 0.0
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Especially when comparing ID7 (25 vol% CO) with ID8
(5 vol% CH4) in Fig. 11, the small amount of CH4 significant-
ly increases the electric efficiency of ID8 in comparison to the
gas mixture ID7 with a high CO fraction of 25 vol%. This
results in a similar power output in both operating points de-
spite a 15.6% higher LHV in ID7 compared with ID8.
Therefore, even small CH4 amounts can improve the cell per-
formance more significantly than high CO concentrations.

In conclusion, a H2O/CH4 ratio higher than 1 is strongly
recommended to avoid high polarization losses and ensure lin-
earity of the current-voltage correlation especially in the low
load range enabling amore stable cell operation behavior due to
better controllability of the cell. Moreover, even small CH4

amounts can improve the cell performance more significantly
than high CO concentrations and should therefore be favored.

3.1.4 CO2

In the last step, the N2 compound of the reference gas mixture
ID3 was replaced by mixtures of carbonaceous species CO2,
CO and CH4 in operating points ID11 to ID14. When adding
15 vol% CO2 (ID11) to the reference gas mixture (ID3), the
OCV strongly decreases leading to a lower cell power output
despite an unchanged LHV of the fuel gas as shown in Fig. 12.
This might be explained as follows: Fractions of the added
CO2 will immediately react with H2 on the catalyst to form
CO and H2O via endothermic WGS reactions (see Eq. (2)).

Table 6 shows the equilibrium compositions for gas mixtures
ID11, ID5, ID12, ID8 and ID13 in comparison to the initial
input compositions clearly indicating the formation of CO and
H2O from H2 and CO2 via WGS reactions.

As described in the introduction chapter, CO has a lower
electrochemical activity as well as electrochemical potential
according the Nernst equation (see Eq. (7)) than H2 resulting
in a lower OCV. Moreover, CO2 has a higher diffusion resis-
tance than N2 increasing diffusion losses and the concentra-
tion polarization of the cell [53]. However, an increasing CO2

concentration significantly lowers the activation polarization
of the CO oxidation reaction (see Eq. (13)), thus lowering the
ASR. But the lower cell resistances do not compensate the
decreased electrochemical potential. Therefore, increasing
CO2 fractions decrease the cell performance and consequently
the electrical efficiency of the SOFC.

However, CO2 is a common component in biomass gasifi-
cation product gases and cannot be completely avoided. For
this reason, the influence of adding 15 vol% CO2 to mixtures
without CO2 but small amounts of CO and CH4 such as ID5
(5 vol% CO) and ID8 (5 vol% CH4) on the cell performance
was investigated. Figure 12 depicts that adding 15 vol% CO2

to a mixture with CO (ID5) has a lower impact on the cell
efficiency than adding it to a mixture with CH4 (ID8).

This might be explained by considering the methane dry
reforming reaction (Eq. (14)). The H2/CO ratio of the reaction
products is smaller for methane dry reforming than for meth-
ane steam reforming (1 vs. 3). Due to the better electrochem-
ical activity of H2 in comparison to CO, a lower H2/CO ratio
results in an increase of polarization losses, thus decreasing
the cell efficiency.

CH4 þ CO2⇔2COþ 2H2

ΔRHm
0 ¼ þ259kJ=mol

ð14Þ

Summing up, it can be concluded that the amount of
CO2 in the gas mixture should always be kept as low as
possible, especially to avoid conversion of electrochem-
ically high-reactive H2 with CO2 to CO and H2O via
WGS and to keep diffusion resistances for electrochem-
ically active species low.

3.1.5 Key findings and discussion of results

In the first step, a reference gas mixture of 50/25 vol% H2/
H2O in N2 was defined ensuring comparability to biomass
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Fig. 9 Comparison of operating points with CH4 with reference mixture

Table 5 Equilibrium
compositions at OCV for gas
mixtures ID8–10 in comparison
to the initial input compositions

vol% (input | equilibrium) H2 H2O CO CO2 CH4 N2

ID8 50 | 60.0 25 | 17.3 0 | 3.6 0 | 0.9 5 | 0.0 20 | 18.2

ID9 50 | 67.7 25 | 11.5 0 | 7.2 0 | 1.1 10 | 0.0 15 | 12.5

ID10 50 | 81.6 25 | 1.2 0 | 15.5 0 | 0.2 25 | 1.4 0 | 0.0
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gasifier product gases. Substituting the N2 content with vary-
ing fractions of CO, CH4 and CO2 led to following key
findings:

& CO: At fast load changes, CO predominantly oxidizes in
an electrochemical reaction before leading to the forma-
tion of H2 via WGS reactions. This results in a stagnating
power output despite an increasing LHV of the fuel gas,
especially at low H2/CO ratios. Therefore, the H2/CO ratio
should be aimed as high as possible.

& CH4: A H2O/CH4 ratio below 1 results in high polariza-
tion losses and moreover in a non-linear current-voltage
correlation of the cell, especially in the low load range.
Therefore, a ratio higher than 1 is recommended.
Moreover, even small CH4 concentrations in the fuel gas

can increase the SOFC performance more significantly
than high CO concentrations and should therefore be fa-
vored. In general, the addition of hydrocarbons with high
H/C ratio like CH4 directly steam reformed in a SOFC
strongly increases the electric efficiency of a cell as long
as the SCR ratio stays larger than one. Otherwise, the risk
of carbon depositions [32] as well as high voltage losses
due to activation polarization [22] strongly increases.

& CO2: CO2 in the fuel gas reacts with electrochemically
high-reactive H2 to form CO and H2O via water gas shift
reaction. Moreover, CO2 in the gas mixture increases the
diffusion resistance for electrochemically active species to
the heterogeneous reaction sites. Thus, the CO2 concen-
tration should be aimed as low as possible.

As stated in the introduction, according to literature, FBS
gasifier product gas is most promising for power generation in
SOFCs. The key findings from the parameter study

Fig. 10 Current-voltage correlations and EIS spectra for operating points ID8-ID10 substituting N2 with CH4. Initial composition: 50/25 vol% H2/H2O
in N2

Fig. 11 Comparison of composition containing 25 vol% CO to
composition with 5 vol% CH4

Fig. 12 Analysis of the influence of adding 15 vol% CO2 to the reference
mixture ID3 and mixtures ID5 (5 vol% CO) and ID8 (5 vol% CH4)
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contributed to this assumption as especially the advantages of
a higher H2/CO ratio and CH4 content could be highlighted.

To quantify the performance increase, a new single cell
was tested with the synthetic FDA and FBS gasifier prod-
uct gases from Table 1, and current-voltage correlations
were recorded as shown in Fig. 13. The 70% higher H2/
CO ratio and the 133% higher CH4 content of the FBS
gasifier product gas in comparison to the FDA product
gas led to efficiencies at an electric load of 200 mA/cm2

of 57.6% to 61.9% for the FDA and FBS case, respectively.
This increase resulted out of a significantly lower ASR and
therefore flatter slope of the FBS current-voltage curve in
comparison to the FDA curve. Due to the promising per-
formance of the cell fueled with a FBS product gas, a 500 h
stability experiment was conducted. However, higher effi-
ciencies for proposed gas mixtures will be achieved in
commercial stack applications due to a better electrical
contacting of the cells and optimized flow control.

The usage of FDA product gases in a SOFC results in
slightly smaller electric efficiencies and a higher risk for car-
bon depositions in comparison to using FBS product gases
[33]. However, FDA gasifiers in combination with gas en-
gines are an established configuration for converting solid
biomass into power, especially for small power ranges [54].
Therefore, they should not be neglected as suitable systems
for the coupling with SOFCs. Besides, possible strategies that

could be considered for increasing the suitability of FDA
product gas for SOFC applications are as follows:

& The usage of oxygen enriched air together with steam as
gasification agent would significantly increase the LHV,
H2/CO ratio, CH4/CO ratio and SCR while lowering the
CO2 content. Based on the presented key findings as well
as results from the literature review, this would result in an
increasing electric efficiency of an SOFC as well as a
decreasing risk for carbon depositions according to [32].

& The injection of steam in the product gas would be a strat-
egy easier to conduct resulting in a higher SCR at lower
LHV of the product gas, thus decreasing the risk of carbon
depositions in the anode. However, the addition of steam
would shift the current-voltage curve for the FDAmixture
shown in Fig. 13 downwards, thus increasing the perfor-
mance gap to the FBS mixture.

Not only for FDA, but also for FBS gasifiers there is a
potential for improving the product gas composition for the
use with SOFCs. By increasing the gasifier reactor tempera-
ture, the H2/CO ratio could be increased, however at increas-
ing CO2 and decreasing CH4 content thus possibly decreasing
the electric efficiency of the cell [55]. As proposed in [36],
dual fluidized bed (DFB) gasifiers with absorption enhanced
reforming (AER) are able to significantly increase the H2/CO

Fig. 13 Comparison of current-voltage correlations for a single cell fueled with FDA and FBS gasifier product gas

Table 6 Equilibrium
compositions at OCV for gas
mixtures ID11, ID5, ID12, ID8
and ID13 in comparison to the
initial input compositions

vol% (input | equilibrium) H2 H2O CO CO2 CH4 N2

ID11 50 | 41.3 25 | 33.7 0 | 8.7 15 | 6.3 0 | 0.0 10 | 10.0

ID5 50 | 51.4 25 | 23.6 5 | 3.5 0 | 1.4 0 | 0.0 20 | 20.0

ID12 50 | 43.0 25 | 32.0 5 | 12.0 15 | 8.0 0 | 0.0 5 | 5.0

ID8 50 | 60.0 25 | 17.3 0 | 3.6 0 | 0.9 5 | 0.0 20 | 18.2

ID13 50 | 51.1 25 | 26.1 0 | 12.5 15 | 5.7 5 | 0.0 5 | 4.6
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ratio while reducing the CO2 content to a large extent. Both
potentials have to be investigated more closely in future
works.

3.2 Stability test with typical FBS composition

Considering the key findings of the parameter study, a FBS
gasifier product gas was defined as most promising for power
generation in SOFCs. For this reason, the gas composition of
an in-house FBS gasifier fueledwith wood pellets presented in
Table 3 was selected for the use as fuel gas for a 500 h deg-
radation experiment.

It shows a comparable composition to the FBS mixture
presented in Table 1 and again in Table 3, besides a higher
N2 concentration thus lowering the power output but not
influencing WGS and MSR reactions. The higher N2 content
in comparison to the FBS mixture presented in Table 1 results
from pressurizing the fuel tank with N2 necessary for the op-
eration of the in-house FBS gasifier. The steam content of
36 vol% in the fuel mixture used shows a risk for degradation
due to nickel re-oxidation (see Eq. (5)) according to [42]
which is relevant to investigate for industrial applications.
Nevertheless, it is far below 50 vol% to avoid a strong ASR
increase, and therefore higher polarization losses as well as it
ensures a H2O/CH4 ratio higher than 1.

In the experiment, the cell was fueled with a synthetic
product gas with a composition derived from an in-house
FBS gasifier with a steam content of 36 vol% presented in
Table 3. The cell was loaded with 300 mA/cm2 electric load
and operated at a regulated oven temperature of 800 °C for
500 h, thus simulating a common operating point for a FBS
gasifier [33]. Current-voltage curves as well as EIS-spectra
were recorded every 2 h to track performance degradation as
a result of possible nickel re-oxidation within the anode.
Afterwards, SEM and EDX analyses were conducted to inves-
tigate changes in the anode structure.

Figure 14 presents the results of the electrochemical
analysis, whereas the measured data at the beginning

and the end of the 500 h experiment are shown: The
current-voltage correlation stays the same as shown in
Fig. 14a. Hence, no performance degradation can be
assumed. However, degradation in the cell structure
resulting in higher ohmic or polarization resistances of
the cell can be possible.

Therefore, the EIS spectra at 300 mA/cm2 at the beginning
and the end of the experiment were compared and presented in
Fig. 14b. They show no changes neither in the ohmic resis-
tance nor the polarization resistance of the cell, which explains
the unchanged current-voltage correlation.

Nevertheless, performance degradation analyses based on
current-voltage curves and EIS do not deliver information
about possible changes in the microstructure of the anode,
which could cause a fast cell degradation after yet longer
periods of operation. Therefore, SEM and EDX analyses were
conducted to investigate possible changes in the anodic struc-
ture. Figure 15 shows the results of these analyses.

A reduced but unloaded cell was used as reference with
definitely no oxidized nickel. When comparing the SEM pic-
ture of the reduced but unloaded cell (Fig. 15b) with the pic-
ture of the cell fueled with the synthetic FBS product gas for
500 h (Fig. 15c), no significant differences in nickel grainsize
or shape can be detected. Considering the EDX spectra, also
no changes in the anode composition can be assumed as the
oxygen peak representing nickel oxide (gray-colored) stays at
the same size and shape. This would speak for a degradation
resistance of the anode at the applied operating conditions.
The different distribution of GDC on nickel grains is not ar-
gued as a result of the 500 h experiment but of manufacturing
tolerances between the reference and tested cell. Furthermore,
the SEM picture of an oxidized cell was taken into account to
confirm the assumption of an unchanged anode after the 500 h
experiment. Considering the surface of the oxidized anode in
Fig. 15d, nickel grains are obviously larger, which correlates
with the lower density of NiO in comparison to the density of
Ni [11]. Moreover, most of the grain surface shows a rough
structure pointing to potentially NiO growth on the surface of

Fig. 14 Current-voltage-curves (a) and impedance spectra (b) of cell before and after 500 h stability experiment with synthetic FBS product gas
containing 36 vol% H2O
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the grain. The different surface structures were further on in-
vestigated via EDX analyses, resulting in a high oxygen peak
of the surface in point 3 and an even higher peak in point 4,
thus reassuring a non-degraded anode in Fig. 15c.

In summary, it is claimed that fueling a Ni/GDC
ESC with a synthetic FBS gasifier product gas contain-
ing 36 vol% H2O for 500 h under high electric load
does not result in performance or anode degradation.
However, slight changes in the distribution of anode
components might be possible but do not influence cell
performance. Results of this experiment will be used as
well for comparisons with results of future experiments
with (i) contaminants added to the simulated FBS gas-
ifier product gas and (ii) real product gases from the
gasifier.

4 Conclusions and outlook

This work presents a comprehensive study on the influence of
main gas components on the performance of an industrial-size
SOFC relevant for the use with product gases from biomass
gasification.

& First, ESC-SOFCs with Ni/GDC anode were claimed
having the highest potential for the use with biomass
gasifiers due to (i) their higher tolerance against cat-
alyst contaminants and thus better resistivity to solid
carbon deposits than cells with Ni/YSC anode, as
well as (ii) their lower risk of failure resulting from
cracks in the anodic structure in comparison to
ASC-SOFCs.

Fig. 15 (a) EDX spectra at numbered surface marks of (b) reduced but unloaded reference cell, (c) anode after 500 h experiment and (d) oxidized
reference cell. All SEM pictures are presented with same magnification
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& Second, changes in cell characteristics when adding car-
bonaceous species CO, CH4 and CO2while decreasing the
N2 content of a reference gas mixture of 50/25/25 vol%
H2/H2O/N2 representing biomass gasifier product gases
were investigated with following key findings:
& CO: Fast load changes increase the rate of CO directly

oxidized before leading to the formation of H2 via the
WGS reaction. As a result, the power output stagnates
despite an increasing LHV of the fuel gas, especially
at low H2/CO ratios. A high H2/CO ratio should there-
fore be aimed for.

& CH4: To avoid high voltage losses and ensure linearity
of the current voltage correlation especially in the low
load range, a H2O/CH4 ratio higher than 1 is recom-
mended. Moreover, even small CH4 amounts can in-
crease the cell performance to a larger extend than
high CO concentrations and should therefore be fa-
vored.

& CO2: Parts of CO2 in the gas mixture react with elec-
trochemically high-reactive H2 to form CO and H2O
via the water gas shift reaction. Moreover, high
amounts of CO2 increase the diffusion resistance for
electrochemically active species. Therefore, CO2 con-
centrations should be aimed as low as possible in the
gas mixture.

& Based on these key findings, FBS gasifier product gases
are claimed as most suitable for the use as SOFC fuel.
Comparing current-voltage correlations of a cell fueled
with a common FDA and FBS product gas clearly showed
better performance for the FBS case, especially at higher
load levels. However, FDA gasifiers are currently the only
option in the market for small-to-medium size ranges,
since in this case FBS gasifiers are more complex and
not economically feasible for small scales. Using oxygen
enriched steam or steam enriched air as gasification agent
as well as steam injection in the product gas line of com-
mercially realized FDA gasifiers could significantly im-
prove suitability of fixed bed gasifier product gases for
SOFCs at decreasing degradation risk.

& Third, the stability of a loaded cell fueled with a synthetic
FBS gasifier product gas with high steam fraction claimed
as most promising for the use with SOFCs was investigat-
ed. The cell was run for 500 h showing no performance
degradation.Microscopic investigations proved anode sta-
bility, especially considering re-oxidation of anodic nick-
el. Despite doubted in literature, degradation free usage of
steam-rich FBS product gases in SOFCs could be proved
by the authors additionally highlighting its high potential
for the use as SOFC fuel.

Experiments using real product gases from biomass gas-
ifiers as SOFC fuel under industrial-relevant operating condi-
tions, like higher fuel utilization and temperatures beneficial

for thermal implementation in a combined heat and power
(CHP) system, will be necessary in the future to bring
gasifier-SOFC systems closer to commercialization.
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